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Castel del Monte is a celebration  
of texture and tactile effects.  
A collection of robust prints and 
weaves, Castel del Monte offers  
choices of style and pattern, each  
a composition luxurious to the touch. 
The fabrics are Epingle Velvets,  a 
loop and pile construction of Italian 
origin characterized by its soft,  
opulent feel and high durability,  
making it excellent for a wide range  
of upholstered applications in 
durable living areas in both 
residential and commercial settings.
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Chair Cantucci Cobalt Blue
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Above — Vittorio Hazelnut, Pompeii Stone Left — Chair Florentine Autumn
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Above — Piedmont Forest Right — Curtain Piedmont Maple  
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Chair Parco Dora Pearl
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Chair Caliari Moonwalk
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Above Carlotta Ivy Left — Curtain Carlotta Ivy, Sofa Vittorio Harbour,  

Pouf Pompeii Indigo
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Armchair Antica Sage, Cushion Pompeii Toledo
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Above — Vittorio Hazelnut, Pompeii Stone Left — Chair Florentine Autumn
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Sofa Antica Oyster
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Sofa Florentine Chestnut, Cushion  Vittorio Sterling



Cernobbio
Dark green, inky blue, and rich maroon — 
the deep colours and detailed repeat  
of Cernobbio have a grand and  
luxurious impact.

Composition: 26% Cotton, 74% Viscose
End Use: Upholstery, Cushions

Florentine
The splendid flourishes in Florentine’s large 
repeat Astonishingly soft to the touch, Parco 
Dora is a delightful print teeming with the 
wonders of a tropical paradise. The playful 
print of monkeys, toucans, butterflies, and 
storks amongst an abundance of flora paint a 
calming, picturesque scene that enchants.

Composition: 44% Cotton, 56% Viscose
End Use: Upholstery, Cushions

Parko Dora
Astonishingly soft to the touch, Parco Dora  
is a delightful print teeming with the  
wonders of a tropical paradise. The playful 
print of monkeys, toucans, butterflies,  
and storks amongst an abundance of  
flora paint a calming, picturesque scene  
that enchants.

Composition: 100% Polyester
End Use: Multipurpose
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Cernobbio Cranberry

Florentine Autumn

Cernobbio SapphireCernobbio Emerald

Florentine Bluegrass Florentine Chestnut

Parco Dora Pearl



Antica
Antica is a softly geometric multi-layered  
pattern with a 3 dimensional look.  
Shades of Sage green and Oyster give  
it a comfortable, placid yet rich feel.

Composition: 41% Cotton, 59% Viscose
End Use: Upholstery, Cushions

Caliari
Sleek bands of stripes and checks flow  
in Caliari, a simple, elegant design brought  
to life. The colour ripples in the light,  
gleaming with a metallic sheen.

Composition: 45% Cotton, 55% Viscose
End Use: Upholstery, Cushions

Cantucci
The eternal combination of indigo and  
white in ikat are augmented through texture 
in Cantucci. A striking, heavy duty fabric, 
Cantucci is perfect for upholstery.

Composition: 42% Cotton, 58% Viscose
End Use: Upholstery, Cushions
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Antica SageAntica Oyster

Caliari Moonwalk Caliari Sand

Cantucci Cobalt Blue



Vittorio Harbour Vittorio Hazelnut Vittorio SterlingVittorio Jade

Pompeii Indigo Pompeii Stone Pompeii Toledo

Pierre
Statuesque birds and the slender limbs  
of flowering trees create the magnificent 
landscape of Pierre. Available in the darker 
Lily and a paler Wheat, Pierre is a fun,  
plush, and elegant print.

Composition: 100% Polyester
End Use: Multipurpose

Pierre Wheat Pierre Lily
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Vitorrio
Vittorio’s simple and seamless  
geometry highlights its lushness and  
careful construction. The textured  
detail of the timeless pattern gives Vittorio  
a richness and sheen characteristic  
of the Castel del Monte collection.

Composition: 43% Cotton, 57% Viscose
End Use: Upholstery, Cushions

Pompeii
Jewel tones and a velvet touch add  
decadence and a stately feel to the classic  
mango motif of Pompeii, a strong fabric  
with a universal appeal.

Composition: 43% Cotton, 57% Viscose
End Use: Upholstery, Cushions
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Piedmont MaplePiedmont Forest

Carlotta Ivy

Piedmont
Splashes of colour arc across Piedmont,  
a sophisticated print with a vibrant streak 
that gives it a bright charm.

Composition: 100% Polyester
End Use: Multipurpose

Carlotta
The jumbo motif and stately tones  
of Carlotta give it a regal air. As light hits,  
the motif leaps off the fabric, the deepening  
purple standing out against an gently  
lustrous base.

Composition: 43% Cotton, 57% Viscose
End Use: Multipurpose



Luxury Home Textiles

VAYA Home designs, curates and produces  
textiles for drapery and upholstery in a variety 
of fibres and tactile techniques.

Leveraging decades of textile design and  production 
expertise, the Jaipuria Mill in collaboration with 
international creatives, conceived the VAYA  Home 
brand to weave thoughtfully constructed fabrics for 
interior decorators globally.

Combining hand crafted arts with machine exacted 
techniques unique to the mill, the VAYA collections  
aim to delight and surprise through the use of pattern, 
materials, and colors in their textiles.

Our products are sold through leading retailers as cut 
length yardage and are suitable for residential and  
commercial application.

www.vayahome.com  

sales@vayahome.com 


